Electrophysiology of optic nerve input to suprachiasmatic nucleus neurons in rats and degus.
Neurons in the mammalian suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), the principal pacemaker of the circadian system, receive direct retinal input. Some SCN neurons respond to retinal illumination or optic nerve stimulation with changes in firing rates. In nocturnal rodents, retinal illumination increases firing rates of a large majority and decreases firing rates of a minority of responsive neurons. In two species of diurnal rodent, these proportions are altered or even reversed. Since retinal input to the SCN has been reported to involve release of the excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate, the mechanism mediating suppressions is unknown. We studied responses of neurons in SCN slices from diurnal degus and nocturnal rats to optic nerve stimulation. To test whether suppressions are mediated indirectly by release of the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA from SCN neurons that are first activated by glutamate release, we attempted to block suppressions by adding to the bath either APV, an antagonist for excitatory glutamate receptors, or bicuculline, a GABA(A) receptor antagonist. If glutamate is the only neurotransmitter released by optic nerves in the SCN, APV should prevent both activations and suppressions in response to optic nerve stimulation. We found that APV had little effect on suppressions although it effectively blocked activations. Bicuculline blocked most suppressions. These findings are inconsistent with a model in which the retina provides only excitatory glutamate input to the SCN via NMDA receptors. Since some retinal fibers in adult mammals contain GABA, it is possible that the retinal innervation of the SCN includes both glutamate- and GABA-containing axons.